
My submission for the foundations exhibition comes from my first photo project from

Lens Arts, A-S 285 which I took in the fall of 2020. I call these photos my “color series” because

of the very distinct saturated color lighting that is present in all these photographs. When first

assigned this project, my goal was to try and make one person look completely different in each

photo by manipulating light, clothing, and accessories. I retained that goal in part of the shoot but

as I continued it turned more into a color lighting study, and observing how light interacts with

different pieces of clothing, accessories, etc, on a person. Although the initial focus was to make

one person look different I ended up using two subjects, but I believe that only strengthened the

final photographs more, allowing good contrast between all of them. In order to create this series

I had to create a proper environment to take the photos. I made a big space in my room where

there was a white empty wall, and used my very bright desk lamps as my main light source.

Colored tissue papers and latex balloons placed over the bulbs allowed for the color to change

dramatically, which I then pushed even further in Adobe Bridge. I pulled a number of various

accessories to give to my subjects; some of my most colorful clothing, sunglasses, facial masks,

scarves, hats, and (my personal favorite), a clown nose.

I think what works best in these photos is the dramatic lighting and color presence. I

think the colors are bold enough to interact with the subject at the exact level I wanted to. I was

able to direct my subjects pretty well throughout the shoot which I think resulted in some

awesome, very moody, dynamic color photographs. Looking back I really like the intensity of

each photograph. The biggest weakness I feel comes in the limitations of the shoot, I think it

would look more complete with more visual diversity in color and in the appearances of the

subject. I think overall I had access to about 4-5 colors only, and I really had to push myself to

change the lighting enough between shots to create enough difference between photos. Like I



said, more color lighting and more control over the depiction of my subjects would have been

great, I would have taken control of how they cut their hair/facial hair if I had been able to. I still

believe though that this is one of my strongest works from my foundations courses thus far.

This shoot meant a lot to me, it helped me really begin to develop a footing in how I want

to explore photography as an art. I think it also helped me better understand the beginnings of

how I may want to light my subjects when it comes to depicting certain moods or emotions in

video content I may create/be a part of down the line. I feel like my personal style really took a

step forward with this project.


